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Introduction
As technology advances, the way donors like to interact with nonprofits continues to evolve. People
expect to engage through technology, transparency, and interconnectivity, and your organization’s
growth and success rely on its ability to keep pace with these expectations and charitable inclinations.

This guide dives into the key elements and philosophies of the modern nonprofit. Get ready to learn:

• How to manage your brand

• What it means to have a strong online presence

• How to leverage modern fundraising modelsto boost success and engage supporters

• How to communicate effectivelywith your fundraising community

By nature, we know the definition of the “modern nonprofit” will naturally change and evolve over time.
But these findings and best practices reveal what it means to be relevant today.

Here is the first edition of the Guide to a Modern Nonprofit.
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Chapter 1
Brand

Each of your actions and choices shape the way your supporters perceive you. Harness the power of
branding in thoughtful and powerful ways, and you can become an unforgettable name in supporters’
households.

How it Used to Be
In the past, branding revolved mainly around getting your name out there, as opposed to building a
cohesive identity, personality, and voice. Organizations focused on where they could put their names
and logos—whether on a water bottle, T-shirt, or billboard—to expand public recognition and, ultimately,
revenue. But for many, that’s where brand management stopped.

Nonprofit leaders used to fix their attention simply on how this mass exposure would impact their
fundraising results.1 In this limited approach to brand management, a brand’s power to drive success
rested primarily in the logo and whether people recognized who you were.

How it Is Now
Your nonprofit’s brand extends far beyond
just your name, logo, and PR opportunities.
It embodies the essence of your nonprofit—
who you are, why you exist, and how you
do your work. It is not only the story you tell
your audience, but it’s also your audience’s

1

Stanford Social Innovation Review, “The Role of Brand in the Nonprofit Sector.” http://ssir.org/articles/entry/
the_role_of_brand_in_the_nonprofit_sector#bio-footer
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perception of who you are. People form their ideas about your nonprofit from every interaction they
have with you, across all mediums. It’s up to you to make sure each of their experiences ties back to a
cohesive identity.

When you build this strong brand, you also build greater trust, credibility, and the desire to adopt your
mission. This, in turn, activates loyal supporters and helps attract the resources you need to strengthen
your organization and advance your mission.

Brand Management Strategies
SET YOURSELF APART
Among hundreds of organizations that supporters can choose to support, what makes yours stand out?
To capture people’s attention, you need to highlight the qualities that set you apart from others. You
might emphasize:

• The problem you are solving. Perhaps you’re tackling a specific problem—or facet of a problem—that
others are not addressing. Communicate why this particular issue matters to your audience.

Shining Hope for
Communities (SHOFCO)
alleviates extreme poverty
by addressing root causes
like gender inequality and
poor access to education.
Balancing text with images,
their website details why and
how the education of girls
catalyzes community-wide
change.
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• How you are solving it. Are you approaching a problem with a new or unique solution? How will it make
a difference?
SHOFCO’s website explains
their multi-faceted solution
and dives into how each
of its components drives
the organization’s mission
forward.

You should also highlight any new technologies or strategies you’re using to address an issue. When
you position yourself as a forward-thinking organization, you can differentiate yourself from others with
similar missions and convey that your creativity can be a game-changer for your cause.

BE RELATABLE
In order to truly invest in your brand, people need to be able to relate to your mission, core values, and
community. It’s up to you to show audiences how your cause is something that can be truly meaningful
to them.

On your website and in your communications, give details that help potential supporters identify with
your work and beneficiaries. When people can relate to those you serve, they will be more likely to take
up your mission as their own.
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Take the Global Heritage Fund (GHF), whose mission is to preserve key cultural heritage sites. Even
someone who isn’t passionate about history can still relate to the cause because GHF makes it clear
their vision goes “beyond monuments” and creates economic stability within communities.

GHF dives into these details on the “Get Involved” page of their website. Here, they explain how a
donation can do more than just save a heritage site. It can catalyze businesses, teach people job skills,
and ultimately pull communities out of poverty. Details like these can help potential supporters better
relate to your mission.
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PRIORITIZE DESIGN
With so many affordable web design solutions available today, people expect beautiful, clean design
to the point where they use it to make quick judgments. They can take one glance at your website and
marketing assets to determine your value and credibility. In fact, research shows that people form a first
impression of a website in less than two-tenths of a second.2

Poor design can quickly deter site visitors. One study found that 94 percent of the reasons people
dismissed a website were design-related.3 Simply put, great design is essential for building trust and
legitimacy around your brand. When you create a beautiful website that’s easy to navigate, you can
instantly draw in supporters. All of your content assets—be it your social media posts, emails, or even
direct mailings—should echo your clean, well-designed look.

USE CONSISTENT LANGUAGE
Whether you’re emailing donors, writing
website copy, or drafting social media
posts, your word choice should reflect your
organization’s personality. Is your brand’s
voice casual and friendly? Professional?
Quirky? Humorous? Urgent?
Heifer International captures a lighthearted,
friendly tone in their emails. They even put a fun
spin on their own mission during current events,
like the Super Bowl, to connect with supporters.

2

Science Daily, “First Impressions Form Quickly on the Web, Eye-Tracking Study Shows.” http://www.
sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/02/120216094726.htm

3

The Daily Egg, “Does Good Web Design Really Matter?” http://blog.crazyegg.com/2011/12/19/does-webdesign-matter/
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In any case, your language should be tailored to fit your target audience. This goes hand in hand with
making your brand relatable. Are you using language that instantly engages your supporters and their
specific characteristics? Once you’ve defined the language that is appropriate for your organization,
make sure it is consistent across departments.

You may want to create a style guide to establish these communication guidelines and make
PRO TIP

it available to your entire staff.

COMMUNITY
Your organization’s partnerships, collaborations, and associations with other brands also reflect your
own values. You want to surround yourself with partners and sponsors who identify with your core
mission and what you stand for. When they don’t, it can stir controversy and cut down the reputation
you work hard to build. A partnership between a health-based nonprofit and a soda company, for
instance, would be fodder for public criticism and a double take at the nonprofit’s values.

Choose partners who will reflect and bolster
your core values and vision. This, however,
doesn’t mean that you can only reach out
to nonprofits in your own cause sector.
Organizations and businesses of any nature
may offer advice or best practices that help you
tackle a social problem from another angle. The
main point is to collaborate with those who sync

Nonprofits Who Partner: The
Power in Collaboration
Dive deep into the power of partnerships
in this webinar, complete with best
practices on how nonprofits can

with your core identity.

collaborate and support one another.

Download Now
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Chapter 2
Online Presence

There are few things more important to the modern nonprofit than its online presence. The effort you
put in to build it can determine the number of supporters you reach and how deep your relationships
become.

How it Used to Be
Because traditional nonprofit communications weighed heavily on direct mail and face-to-face
solicitations, many organizations had a website simply because they knew they needed one. On a
holistic level, there often lacked a true plan behind engaging supporters online through different
channels on a regular basis.

How it Is Now
In today’s age, a strong online presence
is critical to engaging all generations of
donors—especially younger supporters.
Through smartphones, social media, and
the Internet, millennials constantly leverage
technology to access information and
connect with each other. When they’re interested in a topic, they jump online and expect to have the
information they want at their fingertips, quick and easy.
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Consequently, it’s more important than ever to have a strong online presence in order to drive action. A
2013 study conducted by Google found that people’s decisions to donate are heavily swayed by how
an organization engages with them online.4

Consider these findings:

• 75 percent of donors go online to learn more about nonprofits, rather than turning to traditional
resources.

• 82 percent of donors agree that nonprofit websites are the most useful toolto research an
organization.

• 80 percent of respondents said online videos were invaluableduring their research.

• 3 out of the 4 top tools donors use to learn more about an organization’s impact are digital(nonprofit
websites, online videos, search engines, and direct mail).

To put it simply, an optimized digital presence is critical to reaching and engaging supporters. When
you meet them where they are and communicate with them in the way they want, you can nurture
lasting relationships.

Build and Strengthen Your Online Presence
OPTIMIZE YOUR WEBSITE
Your website is your prospects’ first impression of your organization. Make sure it reflects your brand in
a positive light.

4

Think With Google, “Mission 501(c)(3): Driving Donations, Digitally.” https://ssl.gstatic.com/think/docs/digitalnon-profits-study_research-studies.pdf
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Highlight Your Most Important Information
Upon landing on your homepage, visitors will want to access key pieces of information quickly and
easily. Make sure your uncluttered site communicates:

• Who you are. What is your mission statement? What problem are you tackling?

• How you’re solving the problem. What does your work entail? Convey your impact and progress
through high-quality images, stats, videos, and testimonials.

• How to take action. How can people get involved in your mission?

Take Barbells for Boobs for instance. In addition to a top menu bar for easy navigation, their homepage
provides the organization’s mission statement and eye-catching images that link out to more details
about their work and how a visitor can get involved.
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Scrolling down the page, a
visitor finds compelling impact
stats updated in real time.
Because younger supporters
demand transparency from the
organizations they choose to
support, numbers and graphics
like these help validate your
organization’s effectiveness and commitment to honest, open communication.

In fact, some of millennials’ biggest frustrations include nonprofit websites that haven’t been updated
recently or are missing information.5 On top of making it easy for people to find the details they want,
keep your website current with your latest content, campaign, and breakthroughs.

Use Large, High-





Resolution Images
Your website shouldn’t be a
huge chunk of text. Photos
are an important piece of
your nonprofit’s storytelling.

Rather than using
thumbnail-sized images, use beautiful, high-resolution photos that span across your website to grab a
visitor’s attention and help create an emotional connection.

4

The Case Foundation, “The 2013 Millennial Impact Report.” http://casefoundation.org/wp-content/
uploads/2014/11/MillennialImpactReport-2013.pdf
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Present Clear Calls to Action
If site visitors have to scour through cluttered pages to find out how to get involved, they will quickly
lose interest. Use bold, contrasting colors to make your donation and fundraising calls to action stand
out against the rest of your page. Place your main CTAs in your navigation bar, just as Breast Cancer
Research Foundation does here.

Acquire Emails and Social Media Followers
While your website is likely a prospect’s first pit-stop for information, it should also be a gateway to
staying connected through other avenues. An optimized digital presence means you’re engaging
supporters across multiple online channels—namely email and social media. Integrate their online
experience and stay connected by capturing their emails and promoting your social profiles on your
website.
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Mercy for Animals has a distinct
area on their homepage where
visitors can sign up for email
updates. Below that are social
follow icons so they can stay
connected.

Use Mobile-Friendly Design

Seventy-six percent of
millennials agree that their
biggest pet peeve is trying to
navigate a nonprofit website
that doesn’t display properly
on their mobile devices.6
Even Google’s algorithm
penalizes websites that aren’t mobile-friendly.7 Today, a mobile-responsive website is essential for
staying relevant and keeping donors on your page. Use mobile-responsive design so that your site
formats beautifully across all screen sizes.

6

The Case Foundation, “The 2013 Millennial Impact Report.” http://casefoundation.org/wp-content/
uploads/2014/11/MillennialImpactReport-2013.pdf

7

Google Webmaster Central Blog, “Finding More Mobile-Friendly Search Results.” https://
googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/2015/02/finding-more-mobile-friendly-search.html
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KEEP YOUR NONPROFIT BLOG UPDATED
While beautiful web design is the first step to creating an effective online presence, it’s not enough to
generate new traffic to your website and landing pages. Your emails and social media presence may
draw some visitors, but you need to leverage your actual website to start attracting qualified prospects
and building relationships.

An efficient way to do this is by creating and updating a nonprofit blog. When you create fresh content
about your organization and cause on a regular basis, you can begin improving your rankings for
relevant keywords and bring in new visitors from search engines. Consistent updates are key to
building traffic to your blog and website over time.

Valuable, frequently published blog posts can also reel existing supporters back to your website. When
you share your blog updates through social media and email, you can attract current followers back to
your blog on a regular basis. This helps you to not only strengthen these connections, but also engage
and compel supporters to take further action. Consider placing a donate or fundraise call to action at
the end of your blog posts.

The Mission Continues keeps their blog fresh with stories from the veterans they serve,
photos from the field, and updates about the organization.
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LEARN WHICH SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS YOU SHOULD BE ACTIVE ON
Fifty-five percent of those who interact with causes on social media have been inspired to take further
action.8 A social media presence is important for every nonprofit organization, but it’s up to you to hone
your strategy for optimal results.

The first step is choosing which social networks to prioritize. Considering the time it takes to pump out
consistent, quality posts on any channel, you need to assess which networks are worth the effort.

Base your decisions on where you can find
your audience. Where are potential supporters
spending their time? Do this network’s users fit
your target demographic? Look into the many
studies published online from resources like the
Pew Research Center or social media blogs to
gain demographic data for each network. Then
line up these insights with your donor personas.

BIG Social Media Guide for
Nonprofits
Take a deep dive into social media.
Check out our BIG Social Media Guide
for Nonprofits to learn all of the core
functions, audiences, and best practices

You should also consider networks that are

for each major social network.

primed for the type of content you create. While
channels like Facebook and Twitter support both

Download Now

images and video, networks that are specifically
image-based (Instagram, Pinterest) or video-based (YouTube, Vimeo, Vine) could have users who are
more likely to share your content form.
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Chapter 3
Modern Fundraising Models

Today, those organizations who leverage technology and the hyper-connectedness it creates will grow
their fundraising results and community to new levels.

How it Used to Be
Face-to-face fundraising and direct mail used to be the primary ways nonprofits would solicit gifts.
While these methods still play a role in nonprofits’ overall strategies, the rapid pace of technology has
ushered in new fundraising models to attract this generation of donors.

How it Is Now
Starting in 2002, giving by direct mail began to drop as online giving began to rise.9 In 2013, total online
giving had grown 13.5 percent year-over-year, and it continued to grow by 8.9 percent in 2014.10 The
power of the Internet has wildly transformed the way nonprofits can engage supporters and boost their
income.

Beyond just donating online, supporters are looking for ways to share the causes they care about with
each other. The modern nonprofit is able to tap the influence of peer engagement and digital platforms
in order to motivate supporters to act, spread the word, and become cause champions.

9

Giving USA, “Giving USA 2015.” http://givingusa.org/

10

npENGAGE, “The 2014 Charitable Giving Report.” http://npengage.com/nonprofit-fundraising/the-2014charitable-giving-report/
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Empower Supporters Online
CROWDFUNDING
Crowdfunding describes the collective effort of pooling money together to fund an initiative. When
hosting a crowdfunding campaign, your organization creates a campaign page, sets a goal, and
accepts donations. With a marketing strategy in hand, you directly appeal to donors to contribute and
spread the word.
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Here are a few things you can do to motivate supporters to take action and share your campaign:

• Share your campaign page consistently across social media and newsletters.

• Give frequent updates about your campaign’s progress.

• Prepare high-quality, shareable content like videos, photos from the field, blog posts, and impact
stories.

• Send out emails announcing milestones and reminding people to donate.

PEER-TO-PEER FUNDRAISING
Peer-to-peer fundraising is a specific type of crowdfunding. A multi-tiered approach to crowdfunding,
peer-to-peer enables individuals to create personal fundraising pages and raise money on your
organization’s behalf.

Through social media, email, and modern fundraising software, fundraisers can reach out to friends
and family to donate to their personal fundraising pages. This ability to tap into your network’s network
allows you to multiply donations and reach new pools of donors that might have been otherwise
inaccessible.
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Seventy percent of millennials are eager to fundraise for causes they’re passionate about.11 A large
reason why peer-to-peer appeals to younger donors is that it allows them to personalize their
connection to a cause. Millennials are able to share their own stories, as they relate to your larger
narrative, on their personal fundraising pages. At the same time, they can see how their participation
affects the success of a larger community with a unified purpose. By displaying a clear collective goal
and others who are working toward it, you can foster a sense of belonging that drives supporters
to action.

Educate and Motivate Fundraisers
Because your overall success depends directly on your fundraisers’ individual results, it’s up to you to
provide them with the tools and education they need for success.

11

The Case Foundation, “The 2013 Millennial Impact Report.” http://casefoundation.org/wp-content/
uploads/2014/11/MillennialImpactReport-2013.pdf
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Here are some content ideas to empower
fundraisers:

• A fundraising tips sheet. In an experiment
conducted by Team Rubicon, fundraisers who
received a tips sheet raised three times as much as
those who did not receive one.

Customizable Fundraising
Tips Sheet
Download this customizable tips sheet,

• Sample emails and social media posts.
Fundraisers might be stumped on how to reach out

brand it to your organization, and send it
to fundraisers to help them succeed.

to their networks, so create templates to help them

Download Now

get started.

• Photos, videos, and stories from the field. Provide
them with compelling content they can share with their friends and family.

• Design resources for personal fundraising pages and social media. Premade graphics, banners, and
logos help fundraisers spiff up their profiles and spread the word.

In addition to a fundraising guide, Mercy for Animals offers social sharing assets like Facebook banners, sample
images, and posts on their website. In fact, they offer a variety of resources tailored to the fundraiser’s campaign
type, whether it’s for an athletic milestone, birthday, or wedding.
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On top of helpful and shareable content, provide
fundraisers with consistent communication that
guides and inspires them throughout the entire
campaign. Set up email communications to keep in
touch, help them get the ball rolling, and motivate

Guide to Peer-to-Peer
Fundraising Emails

them to cross the finish line strong.

For email best practices, check out our
Guide to Peer-to-Peer Fundraising

Add Peer-to-Peer to Offline Events

Emails and learn how to build, segment,
and deliver awesome messages that

While events are a classic fundraising tool, it’s no

motivate fundraisers.

secret that much of the revenue goes to covering
overhead costs. Now you can incorporate peer-to-

Download Now

peer to offset these expenses.

In addition to (or instead of) charging a flat entrance fee, you can ask attendees to fundraise a certain
amount in order to gain entrance into the event. This combined registration + fundraising option allows
you to raise much more money, engage supporters on another level, and expose your cause to new
groups of people.

Implement a Year-Round Fundraising Program
Thanks to the growing access to modern, customizable fundraising software, one of today’s biggest
opportunities is the ability to create and sustain a year-round fundraising presence. No longer are you
limited to just time-based campaigns or one-time events in order to leverage the benefits of peer-topeer. With the right software, you can easily add a permanent fundraising option to your website that
allows supporters to engage with your organization, all year long.
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SHOFCO offers ideas for year-round personal fundraising campaigns on their website, as well as a short
testimonial from a fundraiser to encourage others to get involved.

A year-round fundraising program enables supporters to fundraise on your behalf whenever
and however they want. They can use any personal life event, like their birthday, athletic goal, or
anniversary, as an opportunity to create their own fundraising pages and support your cause. This gives
them much more control over when and how they want to interact with your brand.

And because these events occur throughout the year, it creates a continuous stream of revenue for
your organization.
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The Importance of Mobile-Friendly Donation and
Campaign Pages
It’s extremely important that your donation and fundraising pages are mobile-optimized. As more
people use their smartphones and tablets to donate, you need to make sure your fundraising software
can capture these mobile gifts, as well as allow fundraisers to monitor their personal campaigns while
on the go.
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Chapter 4
Communication

Communication is everything when it comes to building a solid fundraising community. Learn how
today’s generation wants to be approached, engaged, and motivated.

How it Used to Be
In the past, companies and nonprofits relied on traditional “outbound” marketing tactics that would
thrust their organization in front of people. Direct mail, cold calling, TV ads, and fundraisers waving you
down on the sidewalk are all examples of this type of interruptive marketing. These old school methods
were about reaching out to the masses, pushing your pitch, and fighting to grab people’s attention.

How it Is Now
As technology has given consumers
more and more ways to block disruptive
messages—think caller ID, spam filters,
and ad-blocking software—for-profit and
nonprofit brands are tapping into a now
prevalent communications style called
“inbound marketing.” Rather than interrupting
people, this type of marketing uses
compelling content to attract people to your organization. Not only is this approach more cost effective,
it also produces better results.
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Consider these numbers:

• Inbound leads cost 61 percent lessthan outbound leads.12

• Inbound marketing campaigns are three times as likely to produce higher ROIthan outbound
marketing campaigns.13

• Inbound marketing generates nearly twice as many leads (58 percent) for nonprofits a
 s all other
channels combined (31 percent).14

• 86 percent of the most effective nonprofit marketers have a staffer designated to managing a
content marketing strategy.15

Inbound marketing has a few basic components:

1.

Content creation. Your organization produces compelling content like blog articles, videos,
graphics, and podcasts. As you learn more about your donors, you tailor your content to appeal to
their interests.

2. Content distribution through multiple online channels. You then share this content through search
engines, social media, and email subscription lists. As you continue to distribute personalized,
relevant content, you attract people toward your organization and grow your number of followers
on each channel.

12

Search Engine Journal, “24 Eye-Popping SEO Statistics.” https://www.searchenginejournal.com/24-eyepopping-seo-statistics/42665/

13

HubSpot, “State of Inbound 2015 Reveals Businesses Now Prefer Inbound Marketing to Outbound 3-to-1.”
http://www.hubspot.com/company-news/state-of-inbound-2015-reveals-businesses-now-prefer-inboundmarketing-to-outbound-3-to-1

14

HubSpot, “State of Inbound 2014-2015.” http://offers.hubspot.com/2014-state-of-inbound

15

Content Marketing Institute, “2014 Nonprofit Content Marketing Benchmarks, Budgets, and Trends—North
America.” http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/Nonprofit_Research_2014_
CMI.pdf
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3. Calls to action. You provide visitors who consume your content with calls to action to increase their
involvement, whether it’s to subscribe to a newsletter, donate, fundraise, volunteer, or attend an
event.

Just as people now expect more control over their web-based purchase decisions, they want to
increase their engagement with your nonprofit on their own terms. By creating and sharing the right
content at the right place at the right time, you can engage target audiences, accumulate website
traffic, and transform strangers into supporters.

Communicate With Supporters Effectively
CREATE DONOR PERSONAS
In order to naturally pull people toward your organization, you need to first create content that is
designed specifically for their interests, questions, and needs. This requires you to deeply understand
your target audience and what makes them tick.

A good first step is to develop donor personas. These are profiles of your ideal donors, based
on real information that you collect about your current and potential supporters. By compiling
their demographical data, behavior patterns, interests, concerns, and personal histories with your
organization, you can create a well-rounded picture of the people you want to attract and engage.

Because different types of supporters have different goals, behaviors, and motivations, you should
create a persona for each segment. Supporter types can include:

• One-time donors

• Volunteers

• Monthly donors

• Blog/newsletter subscribers

• Large donors
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Once you’ve identified patterns and developed
4 to 7 personas, you can share them with your
entire staff to create hyper relevant content that
will draw in your audience.

SEGMENT YOUR EMAILS

Know Your Donors Field Guide

While newsletters keep subscribers up to

Guide to get best practices, worksheets,

Check out our Know Your Donors Field

date with your nonprofit, your email marketing

and a customizable template to start
building donor personas.

strategy should nurture relationships by sending
regular, targeted messages to supporters. This is

Download Now

why segmentation is every marketer’s
best friend.

You need to deliver personalized messages that are relevant to each recipient. After all, you wouldn’t
talk to your monthly recurring donors the same way you would talk to a first-time donor. You want to
break up your contacts into smaller lists so that you can deliver the right messages to the right people
in a timely fashion, enabling you to strengthen personal relationships and guide them to deeper levels
of involvement.

Here are a few ways to segment your emails:

• Volunteers

• Donation frequency

• Blog subscribers

• Donation amount

• Acquisition channel

• Programs/campaigns they donate to
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Also make sure to segment your fundraisers when running a peer-to-peer campaign. You should
send targeted emails that help each supporter along, depending on where they are in their personal
fundraising campaign.

Create a Welcome Email Series
You also want to create a custom 3- to 4-part
welcome email series that properly welcomes
new donors, introduces your organization, and
dives into the value of your work. By delivering
strategic content to these first time donors,
your onboarding series enables you to make a
positive first impression and start guiding these

Comprehensive Guide to
Nonprofit Welcome Emails
Create an effective onboarding series
with the help of our Comprehensive
Guide to Nonprofit Welcome Emails.

newcomers toward deeper involvement.

Download Now

General Email Best Practices
• No one wants a novel in their inbox, so keep emails short and scannable.16

• Use images and videos to balance text. MailChimp recommends a minimum font size of 16px for body
copy and 22px for headlines.

• Include a clear, bold call to action to direct readers to their next step.

• With 66 percent of emails being opened on a mobile device, it’s important that you deliver mobileresponsive emails that format well on any device.17

16

MailChimp, “Email Design Reference: Mobile Friendliness.” http://templates.mailchimp.com/design/mobilefriendliness/

17

Marketing Land, “Mobile Devices Drive 66 Percent of Email Opens [Report].” http://marketingland.com/34percent-email-opens-now-happen-pc-83277
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STRENGTHEN RELATIONSHIPS ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Prioritize Quality, Consistency, and Variety
Remarkable, compelling content lies at the heart of successful inbound marketing. This means that your
social media posts should never sacrifice quality for quantity.

While organizations strive to boost their likes, shares, and retweets, these ratings are not all there is to
a solid social media presence. People choose to follow and engage with your organization when you
deliver content that is valuable to them and reinforces their passion for your cause. To strengthen trust
in your brand, remain consistent with high-quality updates.

Content variety and effective
storytelling should comprise your posts.
In fact, millennials’ top pet peeves
are getting hit with the same content
constantly (69 percent) and being
hounded for money (69 percent).18 Steer
away from constant asks, and instead
prioritize storytelling and educating
followers through diverse content like
videos, stories about the people you
serve, and infographics depicting your
impact. Also share information related
to the broader issue you tackle and
what’s going on in the field.

More Than Me mixes up their Facebook content by sharing
an op-ed about the larger issue at hand.

18

The Case Foundation, “The 2013 Millennial Impact Report.” http://casefoundation.org/wp-content/
uploads/2014/11/MillennialImpactReport-2013.pdf
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Stay True to Your Brand’s Story
and Voice
Every social media post should be
authentic to your brand and what it
represents. Not only does your voice
and stance on an issue set you apart
from other organizations, but it also
develops a deeper connection with your
followers. You become recognizable
and relatable. Create a style guide
that your entire staff can review before
sending out any communications—
social media included.

Team Rubicon stays true to their unique brand voice with
every update.

When your social media posts are
intentional and authentic, you strengthen your brand identity, build trust with followers, and foster an
environment of collaboration.
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Conclusion
The modern nonprofit prioritizes relevance. This requires you to understand and fulfill what your
potential supporter expects, wants, and needs as they navigate their philanthropic journey today. When
you meet them where they are, you can position your organization’s story to become their own.
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Get your hands on best-in-class
resources for the modern nonprofit.
Subscribe to the Classy blog for a weekly dose of tools,
trends, and ideas delivered straight to your inbox.

See what the Classy Blog can offer

